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This modern treatment of computer vision focuses on learning and inference in probabilistic models

as a unifying theme. It shows how to use training data to learn the relationships between the

observed image data and the aspects of the world that we wish to estimate, such as the 3D

structure or the object class, and how to exploit these relationships to make new inferences about

the world from new image data. With minimal prerequisites, the book starts from the basics of

probability and model fitting and works up to real examples that the reader can implement and

modify to build useful vision systems. Primarily meant for advanced undergraduate and graduate

students, the detailed methodological presentation will also be useful for practitioners of computer

vision. - Covers cutting-edge techniques, including graph cuts, machine learning, and multiple view

geometry. - A unified approach shows the common basis for solutions of important computer vision

problems, such as camera calibration, face recognition, and object tracking. - More than 70

algorithms are described in sufficient detail to implement. - More than 350 full-color illustrations

amplify the text. - The treatment is self-contained, including all of the background mathematics. -

Additional resources at www.computervisionmodels.com.
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I teach the Machine Vision class at UCL from this textbook (for advanced undergrads + grad

students). It's the same class Simon Prince used to teach, so we cover the whole book (ok, skipping

a few bits and one whole chapter) in 11 weeks of lectures. The two main reasons I like it are 1) its



unified explanation of all the major topics, and 2) the extra materials for students and teachers (free

online):1) Everything is explained in terms of (essentially) the same probabilistic models. That

probably doesn't sound seriously exciting, but imagine the alternative of having to learn all the

complicated math for doing object recognition, camera pose estimation, tracking, pose regression,

shape modeling etc, but each one using ITS OWN notation and completely different "slices" of

applied machine learning! It was hard to learn, and very hard to teach. Here, almost everything is

consistent (even Structure from Motion is somehow made to fit the same notation). So if you can

survive Chapters 2-4 (spread gently over ~40 pages), you'll likely absorb the rest without the usual

agony.2) On the book's website, Prince has built a collection of slides (pretty plain, but good), and

an AMAZING (still evolving?) 75-page booklet of algorithms. While the textbook is accurate, there's

normally quite some head-scratching to turn the equations into code. You obviously still have to

write the code yourself, but now you have a recipe! It's clear the book would be unreadable if each

algorithm's details had been included in the main text, so this seems like an ok compromise. This

really could be the next "Numerical Recipes in C," but for vision :) There are interesting links to other

people's data and code online too, and solutions to some of the problem sets.

I'm a roboticist and volunteer at Preptorial dot org, the nonprofit test prep service. Prep's 11 million

visitors-- far more students than professors-- vote on a variety of texts each year. This outstanding

text was voted textbook of the year this year for online resources in technology.Not only is there a

fully searchable pdf of the book on his site, but this "prince" of a professor has included

unprecedented MOUNTAINS of additional resources, both intra and extra text, from slides to

answers to a complete second text of evolving applied algorithms for the extensive math in the text.

I review thousands of texts each year for library picks dot com, mostly in technology and robotics,

and I agree with the Preptorial students that I've never seen an author or publisher this generous

online, with this level of quality and currency.In fact, "runners up" with the same level of tools sell for

$300 US or more, often charging extra for algo books, student and teacher answer guides,

powerpoints, etc. You SHOULD buy this book here on  in addition to the online resources, because

you'll need to in order to understand the LaTex of the extensive and detailed math (rather than mice

type e-text formulas). On that topic, although the author has gone out of his way to make this

accessible to autodidacts, you should use the look inside or website to be sure you can handle the

math level. I'd put it at undergrad ONLY with an instructor, even given the online resources, and for

self study only if you're grad level or have an extensive probability background (eg. multiple

integrals, differential equations, linear algebra).
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